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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - A, F, P 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

A = red 

 

F = blue 

 

P = orange 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - B, C, R 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

B = green 

 

C = yellow 

 

R = purple 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - D, H, N 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

D = green 

 

H = yellow 

 

N = purple 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - E, Q 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

E = blue 

 

Q = orange 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - G, I, L 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

G = pink 

 

I = brown 

 

L = gray 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - J, K, W 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

J = red 

 

K = blue 

 

W = orange 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - M, S, T 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

M = green 

 

S = yellow  

 

T = purple 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - O, U, V 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

O = blue 

 

U = orange  

 

V = yellow 
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Name                     

Three  Letter  Picture  Find - X, Y, Z 

Use the code in the box to color each picture by its beginning sound.  

Code 

 

X = pink 

 

Y = brown 

 

Z = gray 
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